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Editorial

At the core of the paradigm shift which mankind 
must make in order to survive, is the definitive re-
jection of the Green ideology. “Green,” as imple-
mented and understood today, is genocide.

Take the case of food, for starters. It is the green 
ideology which is currently putting the world’s 
population on a pathway to starvation, by shifting 
our existing food production capacity into biofu-
els, and sabotaging the crucial investments re-
quired to build up that capacity, through science 
and water-management projects.

At the present rate, at least 42% of all U.S. corn 
produced is going into the tank; and 26% of soy-
bean oil is going into production of biodiesel. This 
translates into huge food losses for millions of 
people, and also, the demoralization and ruin of 
thousands of farmers and rural families, who are 
accommodating to this insane regime, thinking 
that this is the only way they can financially sur-
vive.

Think we have enough “surplus” in the United 
States to carry out this policy? Think again. The 
diversion of foodstuffs to biofuels is contributing 
to huge increases in grain prices, and even short-
ages of food grains, which are putting meat pro-
ducers in this country out of business.

On top of that, the U.S. is the largest corn ex-
porter in the world, and the burning up of that com-
modity here translates immediately into increased 
shortages in a world already suffering from a food 
deficit.

Then, there’s the pressure from the interna-
tional cartels who control this biofuel trade, and 
their associated financial interests, to get starving 
Third World country to ramp up production. For 
example: Because of the demand for ethanol in the 
U.S. and elsewhere, Guatemalan agriculture has 
shifted dramatically out of corn for human con-

sumption, and into producing sugar cane and other 
crops for ethanol, which is then exported—almost 
none is used domestically. Being then forced to 
import expensive corn for consumption, the Gua-
temalan population is facing a huge deficit, with an 
estimated 50% of its children malnourished, ac-
cording to a recent Guatemalan research report.

It is the Green policy also which has killed the 
major water-management projects, including the 
vital North American Water and Power Alliance 
(NAWAPA), which would have prevented the hor-
rendous drought and flood extremes that are cur-
rently devastating agricultural production in the 
U.S. and elsewhere. Indicative of the forces who 
have accomplished this is the Nature Conservancy, 
a British-spawned depopulation lobby, which pro-
vides many of the “environmental experts” who 
sabotage the needed projects. As recently as Jan. 5, 
Brian Richter, a Nature Conservancy leader, posted 
an article, on the National Geographic’s Water 
Currents blog, denouncing basin-to-basin water 
transfer, desalination of water, and other land and 
water improvements, and, in particular, dismissing 
NAWAPA by name. “Thankfully, NAWAPA died 
on the bookshelves,” Richter concludes.

Thankfully it died? Tell that to the farmers 
whose fields have dried up, whose cattle are dying. 
Tell that to the towns scrambling for a water supply, 
to the shippers stuck on the shrinking rivers of the 
Missouri and Mississippi.

Green ideology is genocide. It counts man as 
an animal struggling for survival, a herd to be 
culled, an extra mouth to feed, instead of a unique 
creative human being, who enhances the universe 
with his expanding powers. And the only possible 
outcome of that ideology is mass death.

We need to dump it, and its chief purveyors, 
such as Obama, right now!

Green Is Genocide—Defeat It!


